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Over the past century, missionary educators, nation-state and academic planners, and
literacy development workers have used alphabets for political ends for traditionally
marginalized languages, and Native peoples have contested such planning with other al-
phabet proposals. Yet literacy work now often overlooks that there are multiple alphabets
circulated in reading materials for the same Indigenous language. This article shows how
standardization, a process long favored by academics, has been a major source of dis-
agreement. It combines historical analysis of the politics of alphabetic literacy in Latin
America with ethnographic research on Kichwa (Ecuadorian Quechua) to demonstrate
how contrastive alphabets affect current literacy efforts. Distinct but overlapping alpha-
bets create difficulties for readers in Ecuador, and alphabet histories affect how people
perceive and interact with schooling materials. Sometimes just the shape of a single let-
ter invokes emotions. Orthographies are thus bound up in histories of language contact
among colonial and marginalized languages, complicating educational research, plan-
ning, and assessment’s efforts to make alphabetic literacy into a monolingual, neutral, or
standardized process.
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To understand a simple passage given the capacity of short-term memory, average
students should read aminimum of 45–60 words per minute. Learning research and
existing data suggest that this standard is possibly usable worldwide. (Education for
All Fast Track Initiative Secretariat, World Bank, 2011)

My eyes feel lazy to look at this [text], sometimes because of the letter k. But if I see it
written with the letter c, the same text, [it’s like] there is a wider space, more rounded
letters, prettier ones. (Pedro, Kichwa speaker and coordinator of Intercultural Bi-
lingual Education, Ecuador, 2012)
The quotes above indicate distinct orientations to literacy events. In the first,
a “standard” expectation for worldwide literacy can be generalized across
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LIMERICK
vastly different populations, regardless of the participants’ cultural back-
grounds and multilingual abilities. In turn, institutions like the World Bank
operationalize this standard to measure the successes of reading initiatives,
label students “literate,” and hold literacy programs accountable. Reading
speed becomes, ostensibly, an apolitical indicator.

The second quote implies that alphabetic reading cannot be neutral or
decontextualized, a point long emphasized by historians and anthropologists
of education (e.g., Graff 1979; Street 1984). Made by a speaker of Kichwa
about his language, the quote also serves as an entry point into an under-
examined component of literacy initiatives in postcolonial contexts: there
can be multiple alphabets in existence for the same language. Pedro and
other Kichwa speakers regularly encounter reading materials inscribed with
alphabets from different historical periods of language planning.1 Such a fact
further complicates efforts at decontextualizing literacy, as decisions must
be made not just about a linguistic variety for reading and writing but also
about which alphabet is used for educational materials. As Pedro lamented
through describing the use of the letter k instead of c for the same sound,
alphabets are consequential social artifacts that affect how individuals in-
teract with written texts. His quote shows how alphabets have histories that
affect reading in the present.

Kichwa, known outside of Ecuador as Quechua, is the most spoken In-
digenous language in the Americas. Encyclopedias estimate that there are
1 million speakers of Kichwa in Ecuador and 8 million Quechua speakers in
the Andean region of South Americamore generally (Haboud 2010). Kichwa
thus provides a prominent example of how alphabets affect literacy planning
in Indigenous languages. Like many minoritized languages, Kichwa has a
relatively short history of standardized alphabetic writing. At present, there
aremultiple alphabets in circulation for Kichwa. Three of them, for example,
come from the following events:

• Missionary linguists adopted much of the Spanish alphabet for writing
in Kichwa during the latter half of the twentieth century:

◦ a, b, c, ch, d, f, g, h, i, j, l, ll, m, n, ñ, p, q, r, s, t, u, y, z

• Linguists and educational activists officialized an alphabet in the early
1980s, which used fewer letters:

◦ a, c, ch, h, i, j, l, ll, m, n, ñ, p, q, r, s, sh, t, ts, u, y, z
1 All names that appear in this article are pseudonyms.
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KICHWA OR QUICHUA?
• Kichwa-speaking officials of bilingual education created a unified alpha-
bet in 1998 and revised it in 2004:

◦ a, ch, i, h, k, l, ll, m, n, ñ, p, r, s, sh, t, ts, u, w, y

Although at first glance these Roman alphabets appear similar, they alter
how Kichwa speakers connect forms to sounds. Letters in bold do not occur
across the three alphabets, and the last alphabet introduced the k that Pedro
mentioned at the start of this article. From 1998 onward, even the official
written nameof the language changed fromQuichua toKichwa. Such changes
have helped to systematize writing across Ecuador’s intercultural bilingual
school system and to valorize Kichwa as a language of schooling. But many
speakers of the language also reject the changes, in part because the letters
have altered reading events.

This article considers alphabets as prominent sites of contention across
Latin America. Based on more than two years of ethnographic research with
directors, linguists, teachers, parents, and students of intercultural bilingual
education (hereafter referred to as EIB, the well-known abbreviation in Span-
ish for educación intercultural bilingüe), it asks: How and why are competing
alphabets in Indigenous languages consequential? Through comparative his-
torical analysis across Latin America and ethnographic research in Ecuador,
this article seeks to move beyond viewing alphabetic literacy as decontex-
tualizable and reading as simply connecting forms and sounds. Through eth-
nographic data analysis, this article shows how competing letters, and their
social histories, complicate literacy planning. It foregrounds four alphabet-
related conundrums of this process.

Literature

It is now clear that becoming “literate” entails facility with a multiplicity
of varieties of language and modes of interaction that vary across contexts,
including cultural differences.2 Literacy is thus a social and ideological phe-
nomenon produced through relationships of power (McCarty 2005; Gee
2014). Categorizing people through decontextualized generalizations has be-
come tenuous, even though such logics continue, as the opening example from
the World Bank (Abadzi 2011) shows.

Increasingly, scholars have emphasized the alphabetic part of alphabetic
literacy. Psycholinguistic research has pointed to orthography as an under-
considered but integral part of reading, where emergent readers’ decoding
2 New London Group 1996; Hornberger 1997; Gundaker 1998; Collins and Blot 2003; Wagner 2008;
and Vasudevan and Campano 2009.
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LIMERICK
involves connecting forms to sounds.3 Orthographies are writing systems that
are developed for specific languages, such as English’s alphabet (Sebba 2007,
10). Psycholinguistic research on orthography and literacy depends upon the
orthographic depth hypothesis, which holds that languages with “shallow”
alphabets have a more precise match between letters and sounds (Pike 1938;
Katz and Frost 1992). Often-cited languages include Spanish, Finnish, Ger-
man, or Greek. On the contrary, orthographies that merge more phonemes
with the same grapheme or have inconsistent spellings, such as in English, are
often called “deep orthographies.” Psycholinguists have shown, largely in
English in comparison to other languages, that reading tends to develop at a
comparatively slower rate for readers in deep orthographies (Ellis et al. 2004;
Georgiou et al. 2008; Florit and Cain 2011), but they conclude that most
people can learn to read with any orthography. The Early Grade Reading
Assessment (EGRA) also considers relationships between orthographies and
sounds, holding that cross-linguistic “benchmarks” are inappropriate be-
cause they give readers in languages with shallow orthographies an “advan-
tage” (EGRA Toolkit 2015, 22).

While theories of orthographic depth have been common to global lit-
eracy research and assessment, they have also guided modernist literacy plan-
ning in Latin America for decades as planners have created alphabets for
largely oral Indigenous languages. Even though the effects of orthographies
have been underexamined in language revitalization research (Grenoble and
Whaley 2006, 137), global missionaries and literacy practitioners have spent
decades debating and testing the effects of shallow or deep orthographies on
reading. Their findings have been consistent with psycholinguistic research,
holding that deep orthographies are less efficient for emergent reading prac-
tices. This article, on the contrary, shows how overlapping Roman alphabets
have caused difficulties for even advanced readers.

One way that academic and practitioner work on alphabetic literacy may
miss this importance is through foregrounding form-to-sound connections
while ignoring other contextual factors that influence reading, such as the
affective connections that readers like Pedro have with their languages. Lin-
guistic anthropologists have increasingly shown that alphabets are not just
important for form-to-sound connections but that they are also insepara-
ble from social life more generally.4 Orthographies become political projects
and, as such, have been operationalized in efforts to convert and “modern-
ize” Native populations. Language planning for unified—or standardized—
orthographies has invoked characterizations of scientific progress for Indige-
nous groups around theories of orthographic depth, which I examine in the
3 Holm and Dodd 1996; Verhoeven 2000; Aro 2004; Georgiou et al. 2008; Grainger 2008; Share
2008; and Caravolas et al. 2012.

4 Schieffelin and Doucet 1994; Jaffe 2000; French 2003; Suslak 2003; and Faudree 2015.
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KICHWA OR QUICHUA?
history section below. Orthographic planning must temper pushes for uni-
fied alphabets, or even phonetic alphabets, with practicalities that draw from
the social experiences of readers (Hinton 2001) because alphabets are bound
up in people’s social experiences.

In the Americas, decontextualizing ideologies about literacy have ignored
the consequences of postcolonial dimensions of social life. For traditionally
marginalized peoples, centuries of settler colonialism, genocide, and erasure
of cultural and linguistic emblems have created stigmas around alternative
forms of knowledge and literacy (Lomawaima and McCarty 2002; Rappaport
and Cummins 2011; Cortina and de la Garza 2015). Alphabetic reading events
occur in this history. Educational research affirms the importance of exam-
ining localized inequality as consequential for identities in reading and writ-
ing projects (Wortham 2005; Bartlett 2009; Alim 2011), and emotions such
as shame can be especially consequential (Bartlett 2007). When Native indi-
viduals aremade to feel shame for speaking their languages (Skutnabb-Kangas
1988; King 2001; Meek 2010), planners must be sensitive to what alphabets
“do” and what histories they invoke. Literacy workers should be especially
careful with planning for and evaluating reading events of traditionally mar-
ginalized populations, and orthographies are bound up in connections be-
tween colonial and minoritized languages.

Perhaps no part of the world so clearly demonstrates this point as Latin
America. I now turn to detailing the methods of this research and providing
background information on Ecuador’s EIB. Then I trace the origins of “sci-
entific” standardized orthographies in Ecuador and their connections to par-
adoxical efforts at assimilation and political unity for Indigenous individuals
in other parts of Central and South America. I end by examining how com-
peting alphabet projects are consequential in EIB today, including creating
difficulties for how advanced readers read. I argue for literacy planning
within this sociopolitical history.
Method

This article draws from two years of ethnographic fieldwork in Ecuador
from 2011 to 2013. It reports findings from a larger-scale project on the
politics of Indigenous languages and EIB in Ecuador, where I considered
what made possible the historical success of a national Indigenous school
system. In preliminary research, I had been surprised by how certain forms of
multilingualism were essential for the promotion of Indigenous languages by
directors of the school system. I designed the study to consider how language
revitalization draws from particular linguistic varieties of Kichwa, select In-
digenous identities, and forms of linguistic recognition granted by the Ecua-
dorian nation-state. My project thus aimed to study language revitalization
efforts across spaces of policy making and implementation, such as inter-
Comparative Education Review 107
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LIMERICK
national endangered language conferences, national planning meetings,
and daily events in schools and communities.

Over the 2 years, I divided research between three main field sites: the
National Directorate for Intercultural Bilingual Education, where EIB is co-
ordinated inside the Ministry of Education, and two EIB schools in Quito.
Methodology included multisited participant observation, semi-structured
interviews, life history interviews, document and curriculum analysis, and
audio recording of events, such as meetings and classroom interactions. I
collaborated with planners in educational offices, attended meetings with
directors, and assisted teachers by helping students with their work in class-
rooms. At the same time, I often recorded dialogue in those events and
carefully documented what was happening, and what I found most impor-
tant, in my own notes.

As I conducted fieldwork, I reviewed and cataloged recurring themes in
field notes. This iterative process was important not only for creating and
maintaining a running list of questions to ask collaborators but also tomodify
the collection process to continuously address emerging ideas. As I analyzed
data, I double-checked hypotheses through comparing results of contrastive
methods (participant observation, interviews, and analyses of documents and
curriculum) and through asking interlocutors about hypotheses in formu-
lation. Although I focus on fewer than 10 Kichwa and Spanish bilingual in-
terlocutors in the data sections below, their comments convey themes that
emerged through systematic research with hundreds of people. All pertinent
Kichwa and Spanish recordings were transcribed by individuals from the
Andes and checked by me. I started the project conversant in Kichwa, es-
pecially through private classes, group classes, and living with a Kichwa-
speaking family. Such knowledge was essential for understanding conver-
sations and as proof of my commitment to Kichwa language revitalization in
Ecuador.

Intercultural Bilingual Education in Ecuador

In a nation-state known around the world for the successes of Indigenous
organizing, Kichwa individuals established a second national school system in
1988 that would run parallel to the principal school system. At the time I
was conducting research, there were 2,792 EIB schools in Ecuador.5 The Na-
tional Directorate’s official policies hold that EIB schooling should occur in
Spanish and in one of the nation-state’s 14 Indigenous languages. The school
system also promotes the importance of cultural values in the curriculum,
including the histories, beliefs, and materials of Native groups. An auton-
omous school system, often the dream of marginalized peoples around the
5 From a 2013 Ministry of Education Excel spreadsheet.
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KICHWA OR QUICHUA?
world, became a reality in Ecuador. For the majority of schools across the EIB
system in Ecuador, the Amerindian language of instruction is supposed to
be Kichwa. Although Kichwa has been recognized as an “official language
of intercultural relations” in Ecuador’s 2008 constitution, speakers are shift-
ing to Spanish (Haboud and Toapanta 2014). Similar to other Amerindian
languages in the Americas, centuries of colonial repression have left Kichwa
highly stigmatized. Over recent decades, Kichwa has been one of the most
prominent markers of alterity that many speakers attempt to mask.

The EIB school system has found it difficult to teach Indigenous lan-
guages in classrooms (King 2001; Martínez Novo 2009). As a traditionally
marginalized language, parents of students have fought against schooling
in the language that they speak at home. The EIB system has also lacked
materials for teaching students who increasingly struggle to speak the lan-
guage. Although bilingual in name, many EIB schools do not teach Kichwa,
or they teach standardized varieties of Kichwa that differ from how Kichwa
speakers communicate on a daily basis (King and Haboud 2007; Uzendoski
2008). Although teaching Kichwa and other Indigenous languages has been
less successful, the EIB system has made great strides for the positive valori-
zation of Indigenous languages and cultures, increased dialogue around
cultural diversity, and extended recognition of linguistic and cultural rights
for traditionally marginalized peoples (Haboud and Limerick 2016).

The “Science” of Orthography

In order to show how competing Kichwa alphabets have become con-
sequential, this section examines alphabets as historical political projects.
Orthographic planning in Ecuador borrowed from orthographies and ide-
ologies about them elsewhere in Latin America over the past century. Dis-
courses of decontextualized and “scientific” literacy efforts were key to ortho-
graphic efforts in Indigenous languages. This modernist past shapes current
predicaments of Kichwa literacy.

1920s–1960s in Latin America

US missionary linguists of the Summer Institute for Linguistics (SIL)
played prominent roles in literacy initiatives in the Americas from the 1920s
onward. SIL is a “faith-based nonprofit” that now has 5,500 staff members
working in the languages of 100 nation-states around the world.6 Amajor goal
of the organization is to create educational materials and translations for less
spoken languages. Their controversial efforts have shaped the orthographies
of Amerindian languages in Latin America and elsewhere.
6 See http://www-01.sil.org/sil/.
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Cameron Townsend, founder of the organization, arrived in Guatemala
in 1919. He began to translate the Bible into the Mayan language Kaqchikel
as he considered how to convert Mayan individuals to Christianity. In the
process, Townsend created an alphabet that was “as close to that of Spanish as
possible” for writing in Kaqchikel, attempting to bolster phonetic similarities
between the two languages (Townsend 1961, 10, cited in French 2003, 485).
This effort would form part of SIL’s early work to erase vast differences be-
tween Indigenous languages and Spanish, which they hoped would promote
the sameness of Native individuals for their assimilation into a Christian
nation-state of Spanish speakers (French 2003). Alphabetic literacy in Spanish
was key to their “progress,” and the Guatemalan president endorsed these
efforts (Errington 2008, 154).

As missionary linguists continued their work in Central America in the
1930s and 1940s, they changed from the Spanish alphabet to more “scien-
tific” alphabets for writing in Indigenous languages. Previously, missionary
linguists knew little about the languages they attempted to “reduce” to writ-
ing, but during this time, they increasingly studied formal linguistics in US
universities. They began to examine Indigenous languages with standard-
ized grammatical and phonological systems of inquiry instead of just writing
Maya with the Spanish alphabet.7 Such workmanifested a tension.On the one
hand, it drew upon efforts in linguistics to create letters that corresponded
with manners and places of the articulation of sound across all languages
(French 2004), bolstering universal ways of describing a one-to-one match
between letters and sounds. On the other hand, future SIL president Kenneth
Pike, who had received a PhD in linguistics from Yale, professed that each
language had a set of sounds that were made distinct by how speakers of lan-
guages understood them (Pike [1947] 1975, 208). Thus, universal articulatory
formulas like the International Phonetic Alphabet had to be considered vis-à-
vis how speakers perceived sounds of specific languages.

Standardized, systematic alphabets formed part of a widespread dis-
course about scientific literacy as a means to modernizing and assimilating
Indigenous populations, most famously proclaimed at the First Interamer-
ican Indigenist Congress in 1940 (Barros 1995, 28; De la Peña 2005). Al-
though creating unified alphabets brought a systematic process to writing,
graphemes inevitablymerged sounds that Pike had previously recommended
be written with distinct letters. Efforts for efficient planning often demon-
strated this tension as planners opted for unified orthographies, including the
letter k, over preexisting ways of writing sounds. SIL missionaries, UNESCO
workers, national linguists, and state planners created such alphabets in na-
tional meetings in the 1940s in Central America and in Peru (Albó 1987;
Hornberger 1993; Barros 1995). Planners sometimes even posited that such
7 See http://www-01.sil.org/WCT/wct_bio3.html.
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KICHWA OR QUICHUA?
orthographies weremore evolutionarily advanced and would lead to cognitive
benefits for Native populations (Fleming 2009; Sebba 2012). Affecting the
future of Ecuadorian Kichwa in particular, the “Unified Writing System for
Quechua and Aymara” was developed at Kenneth Pike’s meeting with Bible
translators in 1944. It became Peru’s official alphabet for Quechua in 1946,
with just a few changes (Albó 1987; Hornberger 1993). This alphabet was then
approved internationally at the 1954 Third Interamerican Indigenist Confer-
ence in La Paz, Bolivia (Hornberger 1993, 239). The conference thus made
official in the Andes the k, the letter that Pedro mentioned in the quoted
passage at the beginning of this article, for writing in all varieties of Quechua.

The example shows the extent to which “scientific” ideologies about al-
phabets can change. For example, though SIL linguists had previously em-
braced the Spanish alphabet, they later considered it to be “inefficient” and
“irrational” (Barros 1995, 282). Today, Spanish is considered to be a relatively
“shallow” orthography. It also shows how such ideologies guided the adop-
tion of standardized alphabets across different nation-states and languages.
Planners tended to ignore Native individuals’ voices of protest (French 2004).

1970s–2000s in the Andes

Throughout Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru in the 1970s and 1980s, nation-
state planners and academics (more commonly known in Latin America as
Indigenistas) promoted a pan-Andean writing system with “deep” form-to-
sound connections. They posited that the “science” and “order” of unified
alphabets would counter the stigma of illiteracy (Weber 2005). The project
FIG. 1.—Alphabet from 1954 Third Interamerican Indigenist Conference in La Paz, Bolivia,
from Hornberger 1993, 241.
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had also become aQuechua nationalist one, as their efforts envisioned a pan-
Andean political nation of Quechua speakers. In other words, they hoped
that a unified writing system would reflect and support a unified group.

Although such planners, including more prominent members of SIL,
promoted modernist alphabets for Indigenous languages, other SIL mis-
sionaries living in Indigenous communities instead scrupulously matched
Spanish letters and their corresponding phonemes to sounds in regional
varieties of Quechua (Montaluisa 1980, 126; Albó 1987, 239). They saw that
the new standardized alphabet was more difficult for Indigenous language
readers. Missionaries thus simultaneously fragmented efforts at political unity
(Albó 1987). In Ecuador specifically, schools run by SIL used Spanish letters
as they treated Kichwa as a language of transition to Spanish. Although it was
progressive to teach primary education at all in Indigenous languages in the
Andes at the time (Larson andDavis 1981), Kichwa was to be eliminated from
the curriculum by the third grade (Abram 1992, 63). In the meantime, local
SIL members carried out widespread literacy campaigns in Kichwa with the
Spanish alphabet.

In 1973, SIL worked with the Ministry of Education to organize the First
Seminar onBilingual Education at theCenter of Investigation for Indigenous
Education (CIEI), housed in the Pontifical Catholic University of Ecuador in
Quito (Von Gleich 2006, 49). Academics and practitioners at CIEI began to
write pedagogy for learning to read in Kichwa with the Pan-Andean alphabet
for Quechua and Aymara that had been officialized at the Third Inter-
american Indigenist Conference in 1954 (Montaluisa 1980, 126). The use of
the letter k in Ecuador, then, was taken from regional efforts to write Que-
chua in unified ways, and those standardizing efforts borrowed from work
in Central America. Based on this trajectory, planners at CIEI now hoped to
use a standardized alphabet to make Kichwa an “international” language,
drawing from prior-existing discourses about pan-Andean Kichwa-ness tied
to letters.

As more Kichwa speakers became a part of planning in 1980s, they re-
jected officializing the Catholic University’s alphabet in a series of ortho-
graphic planning meetings. Beliefs about letters of those who spoke the lan-
guage were at the heart of the rejection, linking the letters to English instead
of Kichwa. “K, y, and w are gringo letters,” some Kichwa speakers noted, that
“people use . . . to make us consume more whiskey and King tobacco” (Mon-
taluisa 1980, 128). Indeed, linguists encountered a predicament as Kichwa
speakers became a part of planning efforts. In creating unified alphabets for
Indigenous languages, many Kichwa speakers had already learned how to read
with Spanish graphemes. The letters were inseparable from social experiences
and emotions. The first official alphabet for Kichwa had 21 graphemes and did
not include the letter k: a, c, ch, h, i, j, l, ll,m, n, ñ, p, q, r, s, sh, t, ts, u, y, z (Chango
2007).
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Although this alphabet was made official, various institutions and edu-
cators in Ecuador working on Indigenous education continued to use a range
of other alphabets. In the 1990s, Kichwa-speaking planners of EIB led efforts
to again create a unified orthography for Ecuador, inspired by the perceived
“disorder” of alphabets for materials produced in Indigenous education and
a renewed chance at pan-Andean nationalism (Chango 2007; Ministerio de
Educación 2009). The Second Meeting for the Unification of the Kichwa
Alphabet was held on July 21, 1998, and many Kichwa speakers were present,
including members of Indigenous organizations, national directors of EIB,
linguists, and representatives from schools (Quishpe 2013). Planners also
reviewed proposals from teachers and students (Chango 2007, 4). This time,
graphemes linked to standardized Quechua initiatives, such as k, prevailed.
The new official alphabet included a, ch, i, j, k, l, ll,m, n, ñ, p, r, s, sh, t, ts, u,w, y.
In 2004, directors of EIB made one more change and decided to use the
grapheme h in place of j (Chango 2007).

The complex social history of Kichwa alphabets has brought challenges
for present-day speakers as they read. The following quote cuts to the heart of
these challenges. As Yolanda, a Kichwa speaker who worked in the National
Directorate of EIB for years, told me on August 5, 2013, changes such as k
offered a practical difficulty:8
Comp
[The latest alphabet]mademe so sad becausemany words were lost that had existed.
For example, the k united the g, the c, and the q. The three letters are fused. With
those three letters, there were vocabulary differences that weren’t related to allo-
phones. They were different meanings. It’s not the same to say killa and jilla because
killa is “moon” and jilla is “laziness.” So when they were fused one says killa, killa
[instead, for both words]. There’s tremendous confusion if the author doesn’t form
well the context of the writing. In the moment when an alphabet is reduced in a
language, it’s not helping to strengthen the language. It’s strengthening the elimi-
nation of a language.
One change was that voiced and unvoiced stops were condensed to
single letters that formerly only represented the unvoiced version (Wrob-
lewski 2012). In other words, use of “Spanish” letters like b and d was dis-
continued, with those sounds now merged into p and t, respectively. The
letter k replaced multiple graphemes, including c, g, and j. Such unification
does not mean that “shallow” alphabets are inherently better. Rather, the
new alphabet had overlapping letters, but several of them were condensed
and eliminated, changing parts of spellings. This change is one of several
that systematically altered literacy events in Kichwa.
8 All quotes have been translated by the author from Spanish or Kichwa to English.
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Findings: Consequences of New Alphabets

As the history of alphabet projects in Latin America has shown, alphabets
in Indigenous languages have hardly been neutral or decontextualizable.
Competing alphabets exist through political efforts at modernization, con-
version, and resurgent nationalism. Ideologies, including “scientific” ones,
have changed over time and with the project, creating practical difficulties.
I now turn to consider how and why competing alphabets in Indigenous
languages are currently consequential for bilingual individuals. I elaborate
four alphabet conundrums facing those who plan for literacy events, showing
how past alphabet projects continue to shape education.

Kichwa Alphabet Controversies Are Inextricable from Spanish

The above genealogy of alphabets showed how planning for Amerindian
languages drew upon ideologies about literacy and alphabets in the colonial
language Spanish. It is currently exceptionally difficult for adult Kichwa speak-
ers to systematically differentiate Spanish letters fromKichwa letters. Although
the newest unified Kichwa alphabet would seem to draw a nationalist line
between languages, this difficulty is also compounded by the fact that, like
mostmultilingual individuals, speakers frequently blend Kichwa with Spanish
in daily talk. In addition to having grown up reading in Kichwa with Spanish
letters, Kichwa-speaking EIB employees are highly bilingual. Daily work in
offices and in schools occurs largely in Spanish.

The influence of Spanish was a central theme of a workshop on primary
Kichwa education that I attended in 2013. Several members of the National
Directorate of Intercultural Bilingual Education and about 30 Kichwa teach-
ers attended. Participants had to elaborate teaching plans collectively in
Kichwa. Writers would scribe words with particular letters only to be corrected
by readers in the audience. Bivalent words, or words that are widely used
across two languages, were common to this predicament, complicating ef-
forts to bound alphabets. On day three of the workshop, for example, par-
ticipants were confounded by the word wamra (“young person” or “boy”) in
Kichwa, a word also used in Ecuadorian Spanish. Frequently written guambra
or huambra in Spanish, the term could be written in Kichwa in the same way
based on the older orthography. Or, based on newer orthographies, it could
also bewambra orwampra in Kichwa. Writers and readers alike were unsure of
how the word should be spelled, as well as which language they were invoking.
Simón, a prominent linguist who was facilitating, attempted to explain.
114
It [the word] comes from wan-ra. That sound that comes after them [is condensed in
Unified Kichwa] so that the r is transformed [and added to] p. It seems that there is a
p there. Even in Spanish they’ve put huampra with an h, as we would put [in Kichwa].
And other dictionaries seem to me to be with a g like that. (He writes guambra on the
board.) Like that, that’s how it’s written in Spanish. And furthermore, [in Spanish
sometimes] with puente de wambra [a widely known bridge in Southern Quito].
February 2018
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Simón, who was involved in the 1998 standardization meetings, showed
how Kichwa sounds have been reduced in writing vis-à-vis similar form-to-
sound matches in Spanish. He characterized a “deep” version of the word
(wanra) as the underlying form, as opposed to variation in daily talk (wambra,
guambra, huampra). He thus illustrated how psycholinguistic descriptions
continue to affect unified orthographic planning in Kichwa. In the process,
Simón noted contrastive spellings in Kichwa and in Spanish for the same
word. Simón’s example shows the difficulty of spelling in Kichwa, especially
when readers and writers are bilingual. In my research, even planners in the
National Directorate of EIB struggled to consistently write the letters and
would end up being corrected by others in the office. Employees of the Na-
tional Directorate are, of course, smart, well-trained professionals with years
of experience speaking and writing the language. The challenges for even
Kichwa experts in untangling the old and new, the Kichwa and the Spanish,
exist through the historical use of Spanish alphabets, current bilingualism,
and the unification of graphemes for Indigenous languages in standardized
alphabets.

Altering Letters Has Practical Effects on Literacy

New alphabets also transform reading events for even advanced readers.
Because many Kichwa speakers have grown up with a different alphabet, sys-
tematic changes in letters can slow down reading for them. Merging mul-
tiple letters into a single one amplifies this difficulty. Such changes some-
times even prevent reading in Kichwa. On May 8, 2013, for example, I was
with second-grade teacher Ruth in her classroom. As we were discussing why
she disliked standardized Kichwa, she began to write the same expression in
Kichwa (“unite yourselves as believers”) in two different ways.9 The first phrase
is in what she called “old Kichwa,” using the missionaries’ Spanish alphabet.
The second is written with the more recent Unified Kichwa alphabet:
(fort

Her
detra
of se

Comp
Crijcunapura tandanacuichij10

Krikkunapura tantanakuychik
Her example demonstrates orthographic changes from the most recent
alphabet, such as writing c and j with k. “I have old Kichwa books . . . written
with the d, the g, the q,”Ruth said, demonstrating how she read in Kichwa as a
young person in her community. Teachers and administrators of EIB have
largely grown up reading in both Kichwa and Spanish with the Spanish al-
9 Parts of this data are also analyzed for a different argument in Hornberger and Limerick
hcoming).
10 Ruth accidentally wrote a k into the first example, writing tandanacuichik instead of tandanacuichij.
examples were otherwise perfect illustrations of the two alphabets. I changed the k to j above to avoid
cting from the main argument of the section, but the “mistake” is another example of the difficulties
parating the alphabets.

arative Education Review 115
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phabet. Ruth mentioned that she preferred how the phrase was written in
the first example, and I asked her why. “Because like that I understand more
quickly, with these letters b, g, and c,” she responded.

Ruth then began to read the same phrase written with the orthography
of Unified Kichwa. “Tan-ta-na-kuy-chik,” she slowly read, syllable by syllable.
She immediately offered the example of another teacher at the school who
struggles with reading in standardized Kichwa. Pointing to the first example,
she said, “when it’s like that, he understands quickly.” But the second phrase
has a different result. “If I write it like that, he’s going be like krik-ku-na
[reading slowly, syllable by syllable], like those who are just recently learning
to read. He’s going to be tongue-tied, stuttering.”

Systematic orthographic changes affect how people read. It is not sur-
prising, then, that many employees of EIB prefer the old alphabet. The new
letters slow down reading, causing preference for more familiar form-to-
sound connections. Decades ago, the development of standardized letters
in Indigenous languages was believed to make reading more “efficient” for
acculturating Native individuals as quickly as possible. Today, standardized
letters, some the same as those developed in Central America in the early
twentieth century, complicate reading for those who read with other alpha-
bets. Eager bilingual readers often prefer reading in Spanish to struggling
with standardized letters in Kichwa.

Alphabets Are Linked to Emotions, Which Affect Literacy Events

Causing avid readers to read more slowly is no neutral process. Such
changes can make even teachers feel like they cannot read. Slowing down
reading connects readers to other literacy events, such as witnessing students
who are, as Ruth mentioned, “just learning to read.” As Indigenous adults,
the stigma of “illiteracy” can be especially palpable. Many teachers’ and plan-
ners’parents cannot read andwrite alphabetically, and theyhavewitnessed the
exploitation of their parents through land titles and other state documents.

In the history of Indigenous language standardization, we saw how par-
ticular letters came to index emotions. Newer standardized letters invoke
readers’ frustration based onmore challenging reading. In the process, even
single letters can become iconic of the consternation experienced in read-
ing, in turn discouraging reading in Kichwa at all. I now turn to an interview
with Pedro, who has coordinated EIB for more than 10 years in a regional di-
rectorate, to examine these points.

Pedro is a Kichwa speaker who has organized workshops for teacher
training and attended workshops to translate laws into Kichwa. Pedro rou-
tinely expressedhis frustrationwith the orthographic changes of standardized
Kichwa. He can read with the unified letters, but he lamented the systematic
changes to orthography, especially the merging of voiced and unvoiced stops
116 February 2018
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with a single grapheme k. Pedro specified such concerns in an interview with
me on February 16, 2012, as we looked over a book written in standardized
Kichwa:
Comp
Our fathers of the language have changed it with this letter k. Instead of c . . . here [k]
appears, in this paragraph. It seems [like] 80, 70, 60 percent [of it is written] with this
k. It’s repeatedmany times, . . . and in the absence of c from casa, the letters seem very
long, carilargas (serious, long-faced in annoyance). . . . Long, ugly they seem tome. . . .
So in the first place, [seeing this text] makes me feel lazy about reading. . . . I would
say that the aesthetic of this looks weird. My eyes feel lazy to look at this, sometimes
because of the letter k. But if I see it written with the letter c, the same text, there is a
wider space, more rounded letters, prettier ones. . . . So for example in the Kichwa
Bible back in [the province of ] Chimborazo, it is written like that with Spanish letters.
The letter k doesn’t show up, . . . like in old Kichwa. With this . . . it doesn’t give me
pleasure [to read in Kichwa].
Pedro describes previous experiences with the standardized Kichwa al-
phabet that make him dislike reading. He focused his frustration on letters
as the most salient markers of Unified Kichwa. In turn, this connection
contributed to his “eyes feel[ing] lazy to look at this.” The letters of the stan-
dardized Kichwa alphabet invoke prior experiences of frustration with read-
ing. In the process, aesthetic differences become overwhelming signifiers of
frustration. The letters, in particular the k, transform the text into something
that is visually displeasing and long. There are a host of other alphabetic dif-
ferences that Pedro chooses not to describe, focusing instead on the k as
the primary emblem of texts produced with the alphabet. The letter and the
frustration it invokes obscure the referential content or the meanings of the
words on the page.

Pedro mentioned that he gets little “pleasure” from this difficulty. This is
no small change. In that same interview, Pedro described his lifelong love for
reading:
I was the first child in first grade to learn to read the book Nacho [in Spanish]. While
my first-grade classmates only knew how to pronounce small words, I already knew
how to read that text, the full story. When I was in eleventh grade, the community
made me librarian, as there was a community library. Currently, I am addicted to
reading. . . . Sometimes I say, [when] I finish reading a text, a brochure, “and now
what will I read?” I am always imagining what to read.
But with orthographic changes, reading is challenging. Indeed, he went on to
mention that he currently prefers to read in Spanish. Even advanced read-
ers come to associate their frustration with the letters. They can be turned off
from reading by seeing single letters that they associate with standardized
Kichwa, and based on prior experiences with reading, emotions like frustra-
tion.
arative Education Review 117
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Planners Have Contrasting Opinions of the Unified Kichwa Alphabet, and Teachers
Especially Dislike the “New” Letters

Some Kichwa planners and teachers view officialization as having solved
orthographic problems, while other planners and teachers lament the re-
cent changes. In a workshop with teachers, for example, a prominent Kichwa-
speaking linguist said the following as he elaborated the main themes of pri-
mary education in Kichwa: “In Kichwa, we don’t have many problems with
orthography” (August 15, 2011). An interview with one Kichwa-speaking plan-
ner from the National Directorate showed how he believes that written Kichwa
is now easier for readers, even if conflict remains about the letters: “The prob-
lem of writing is no longer difficult now because thew and the k entered [into
the alphabet]. But that’s also producing social conflict now because they say
that [those letters] aren’t letters of our languages” (interview with author,
October 17, 2011). And as the case of Yolanda showed above, other planners
have different opinions.

Ongoing conversations with teachers would frequently come back to
their distaste for standardized Kichwa through focusing on letters. Teacher
Ruth emphasized this distaste on May 8, 2013: “I’m not in agreement with
Unified [Kichwa]. . . . We use the d, but in Kichwa [now] it doesn’t exist.” In
the history of decisions about alphabets, there continues to be much dissent,
even though some Kichwa-speaking planners see unification as having re-
duced the number of alphabets in circulation.
Discussion and Conclusion

In contemporary Indigenous education, differences of opinion about
alphabets are likely to remain front and center in language revitalization.
As scholars have increasingly emphasized (Moore et al. 2010; Hornberger
and McCarty 2012; Mortimer and Wortham 2015), trajectories of standard-
ization shape planning for Indigenous languages across time and space. Al-
phabet histories, in particular, affect how people perceive and interact with
schooling materials. Speakers have affective relationships with their lan-
guage use, and sometimes emotions are invoked with just the shape of a single
letter. Such relationships are important for reading. Literacy events depend
not just on alphabets but also on sociohistorical relationships that affect how
people perceive alphabets.

This conclusion has a number of implications for language planning and
assessment. Minimally, evaluators should remember that languages have or-
thographies with contrastive form-to-sound relationships that affect reading
events. EGRA does take this point into account, eschewing a global stan-
dardized measure for “reading speed” across all languages and orthographies
(EGRA Toolkit 2015). However, EGRA and other evaluations should account
for multilingual readers, as more people around the world are multilingual
118 February 2018
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thanmonolingual. Emergent and advanced readersmay struggle with reading
fluency and comprehension if the language of evaluation is not the parti-
cipant’s first language (Benson 2013; Walter 2013). Sometimes nation-states
stipulate just a single language for literacy evaluation. Planners or educational
development workers also collect data on literacy and reading speeds and do
not specify in which language the exams are carried out (Benson 2013). At-
tention to first languages and orthographies is important, but it is also inade-
quate to ensure that readers are tested in their first language. In light of or-
thographic changes in Indigenous languages, some individuals read more
easily in their second language. Individuals may be excellent readers in one
language, or with a different orthography in the same language, while they
may readmore slowly in another language or with another orthography in the
same language. With no further knowledge about the linguistic backgrounds
of students, readers are planned for or assessed as if they simply read the
language and orthography of planning or assessment.

Although psycholinguistic research has emphasized that alphabets are
significant only for early reading stages, this article shows how alphabets are
consequential for fluent readers. Overlapping, competing Roman orthog-
raphies can create bumps for reading. Competing alphabets in languages
with shorter histories of standardization can lead to slowed reading in even an
avid reader’s first language, complicating efforts at writing textbooks and
evaluating literacy. A generation of readers in Indigenous languages is now
experiencing reading with distinct but overlapping Roman alphabets. This
article shows some of the difficulties. Major orthographic changes need on-
going training and support for reading with different letters. Making letters
more “efficient”may have just the opposite effect if orthographic differences
are downplayed.

Furthermore, notions of orthographic depth or reading speed mute com-
plicated ways in which orthographies are socially constituted and thus affect
reading. Like examples of Indigenous literacies elsewhere (Hinton 2001; Sei-
fart 2006), readers have rejected standardized Roman alphabets for Kichwa
for social reasons. Language revitalization research has emphasized that merg-
ing disparate varieties of an Indigenous language with standardized alphabets
can cause discontent for readers (Grenoble and Whaley 2006; Seifart 2006;
Lüpke 2011). As I have shown, the rejection of standardized alphabets in
Kichwa is also linked to the colonial language’s alphabet and the aesthetic as-
sociations that people have with those letters. For Indigenous languages, there
are various alphabets that already exist for readers, including those of colonial
languages. No single orthographic system is best for all educational situations
(see also Grenoble and Whaley 2006), including within a single nation-state.
Consideringwhich orthography individuals have grownupusing, andwhether
letters come to invoke unpleasant emotions that affect reading events, should
be integral to talks of language planning and evaluation.
Comparative Education Review 119
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Understanding histories of readers’ language use would be an important
addition to assessment tools, such as conducting a brief life history interview.
For literacy planning, interviews could also help choose more appropriate
orthographies for particular and smaller domains of readers. The necessity
of increased dialogue with readers illustrates that, as the case of Kichwa has
shown, Indigenous language planning is increasingly about bilingual individ-
uals who also read in colonial languages. As colonial pasts continue to con-
tribute to language shift, this point will only grow in importance regardless of
geographic location, highlighting the diversity of ways in which Indigenous-
language speakers read.

This study also shows the ongoing importance of including a diverse array
of voices in major policy changes. Speakers of minoritized languages must be
involved in policy decisions for those languages, and policy makers should
include teachers in their decision making (Hornberger 1997; King 2001).
However, solely including teachers and speakers of the language will also not
suffice. As this article has shown, teachers were involved in creating the cur-
rent alphabet used in the EIB system. And since the 1980s, Kichwa speakers
have been at the forefront of elaborating and setting educational policy, per-
haps more so in Ecuador than elsewhere because of a school system run by
Indigenous individuals. It is important to bring in individuals from different
types of jobs and roles—policy making, writing, teaching, reading—to lan-
guage planning. Planning should also include individuals who have contras-
tive experiences with language standardization initiatives. Even with a wide
array of representation, such domains of individuals can be dominated by the
voices of those who support ideologies of linguistic unification (see other
cases in Hornberger 1993; Jaffe 2000; Urla 2012). Proponents of differing or-
thographic initiatives are too often silenced or ignored in “expert” initiatives
that are detached from readers’ experiences.
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